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AP!Computer Science A
An introductory course in computer
science (CS) that corresponds to a first
CS course at colleges/universities
Curriculum and examinations are developed and
maintained by the College Board through the
AP!Computer!Science Development!Committee
Examinations are administered and scored on behalf
of the College Board by Educational Testing Service

AP!Computer Science A
The Essentials

•
•
•
•

Provide students with college credit and placement
Reflect content of college introductory CS courses
Teach more than just writing code

-

Problem solving, algorithms, logic, …
Introduce a way of thinking and means of expression

Object-Orientation & Java

-

For the foreseeable future

AP CS “History”
1984

First Examination (Pascal)

1988

Exam split into A and AB (A subscore)

1992

A subscore eliminated

1995

First Case Study

1999

C++

2004

Java

2008

GridWorld Case Study

2009

Last year of AB exam

Reading Process
Prior to the pre-reading …
‣ The

Chief Reader develops the scoring
guidelines, rubrics, canonicals, processes
‣ Exam Leaders review and help refine them
At the pre-reading …
‣ Question

Leaders vet the rubrics and develop
reader training
‣ Table Leaders vet the training and prepare
mentoring support for readers
At the reading … Scoring

consistency is primary

‣ Training

& Reading
‣ Table Leaders mentor readers and help in applying the rubric
‣ Readers work 8am – 5pm for 7 days
(7.5 hours reading exams, 2x15-minute break, 1-hour lunch)
‣ Consistency checks built into the process to support readers
- Training packs, “Split” packs, Buddy system, Check-reading,
Intra-question (re)calibration, RMS metrics, …

More Than Just Scoring Exams
2011 Evenings…
Social Lounge

(at the hotel)

Professional Night
Puzzle Night (by Scott Weiss)
“Dine Out” Night
Toy Night (+ Finch robot workshop)
Baseball Game
AP CS Closing Night & Sing-Along

2011 exam in Java
Questions designed with the APCS
“testable” Java subset in mind
Appendix A: AP Computer Science Java Subset

The AP Java subset is intended to outline the
features of Java that may appear on the AP
Computer Science A Exam.
The AP Java subset is NOT intended as an
overall prescription for computer science
courses — the subset itself will need to
be supplemented in order to address all topics
in a typical introductory curriculum.

2011 exam in Java
Questions designed with the APCS
“testable” Java subset in mind
No question or solution required any constructs
or classes outside that subset
Solutions not restricted to that subset
All correct solutions earn full credit
Solutions may utilize any standard Java constructs
or classes (inside or outside the subset)
As in previous years, some minor errors are ignored when scoring
For example, a few missing semicolons, unambiguous case discrepancies, …

22,250 Exams

+9% from 2010
+30% from 2009
+47% from 2008
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CS A Exam
2011 AP® COMPUTER SCIENCE A FREE-RESPONSE QUESTIONS

26 minutes per question

COMPUTER SCIENCE A
SECTION II

to read, understand,
design/solve, code, check

Time— 1 hour and 45 minutes
Number of questions—4
Percent of total score—50

(13 minutes per part if a / b)

Directions: SHOW ALL YOUR WORK. REMEMBER THAT PROGRAM SEGMENTS ARE TO BE
WRITTEN IN JAVA.
Could be static import

import static java.lang.Integer.*;
java.lang.Math.*;

import static
Notes:
x Assume that the classes listed in the Quick Reference found in the Appendix have been imported where
appropriate.

x Unless otherwise noted in the question, assume that parameters in method calls are not null and that methods
are called only when their preconditions are satisfied.
x In writing solutions for each question, you may use any of the accessible methods that are listed in classes
defined in that question. Writing significant amounts of code that can be replaced by a call to one of these
methods may not receive full credit.
1. Digital sounds can be represented as an array of integer values. For this question, you will write two unrelated
methods of the Sound class.
A partial declaration of the Sound class is shown below.
public class Sound
{
/** the array of values in this sound; guaranteed not to be null */
private int[] samples;
/** Changes those values in this sound that have an amplitude greater than limit.
* Values greater than limit are changed to limit.
* Values less than -limit are changed to -limit.
* @param limit the amplitude limit
*
Precondition: limit  0
* @return the number of values in this sound that this method changed
*/
public int limitAmplitude(int limit)
{ /* to be implemented in part (a) */ }

CS A Exam Questions

Q1: Sound

/** Removes all silence from the beginning of this sound.
* Silence is represented by a value of 0.
* Precondition: samples contains at least one nonzero value
* Postcondition: the length of samples reflects the removal of starting silence
*/
public void trimSilenceFromBeginning()
{ /* to be implemented in part (b) */ }

1D array access, element modification, creation

Q2: AttractiveCritter

// There may be instance variables, constructors, and methods that are not shown.

extend Critter in GridWorld
}

Q3: Fuel Robot

© 2011 The College Board.
Visit the College Board on the Web: www.collegeboard.org.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

-2- element location
List access & minimum

Q4: Route Cipher
2D array; String manipulation

All involve Object-Oriented Programming (OOP)

Notes:
x Assume that the classes listed in the Quick Reference found in the Appendix have been imported where
appropriate.
x Unless otherwise noted in the question, assume that parameters in method calls are not null and that methods
are called only when their preconditions are satisfied.

Q1: Sound — Preface

x In writing solutions for each question, you may use any of the accessible methods that are listed in classes
defined in that question. Writing significant amounts of code that can be replaced by a call to one of these
methods may not receive full credit.
1. Digital sounds can be represented as an array of integer values. For this question, you will write two unrelated
methods of the Sound class.
A partial declaration of the Sound class is shown below.
public class Sound
{
/** the array of values in this sound; guaranteed not to be null */
private int[] samples;
/** Changes those values in this sound that have an amplitude greater than limit.
* Values greater than limit are changed to limit.
* Values less than -limit are changed to -limit.
* @param limit the amplitude limit
*
Precondition: limit  0
* @return the number of values in this sound that this method changed
*/
public int limitAmplitude(int limit)
{ /* to be implemented in part (a) */ }
/** Removes all silence from the beginning of this sound.
* Silence is represented by a value of 0.
* Precondition: samples contains at least one nonzero value
* Postcondition: the length of samples reflects the removal of starting silence
*/
public void trimSilenceFromBeginning()
{ /* to be implemented in part (b) */ }
}

// There may be instance variables, constructors, and methods that are not shown.

© 2011 The College Board.
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Q1: Sound — Part a

2011 AP® COMPUTER SCIENCE A FREE-RESPONSE QUESTIONS

(a) The volume of a sound depends on the amplitude of each value in the sound. The amplitude of a value is its
absolute value. For example, the amplitude of -2300 is 2300 and the amplitude of 4000 is 4000.
Write the method limitAmplitude that will change any value that has an amplitude greater than the
given limit. Values that are greater than limit are replaced with limit, and values that are less than
-limit are replaced with –limit. The method returns the total number of values that were changed in
the array. For example, assume that the array samples has been initialized with the following values.
40

2532

17

-2300

-17

-4000

2000

1048

-420

33

15

-32

2030

3223

Example
Only!

When the statement
int numChanges = limitAmplitude(2000);

is executed, the value of numChanges will be 5, and the array samples will contain the following
values.
40

2000

17

-2000

-17

-2000

2000

1048

-420

33

15

-32

Complete method limitAmplitude below.
/** Changes those values in this sound that have an amplitude greater than limit.
* Values greater than limit are changed to limit.
* Values less than -limit are changed to -limit.
* @param limit the amplitude limit
*
Precondition: limit  0
* @return the number of values in this sound that this method changed
*/
public int limitAmplitude(int limit)

2000

2000

Q1: Sound — Part b

2011 AP® COMPUTER SCIENCE A FREE-RESPONSE QUESTIONS

(b) Recorded sound often begins with silence. Silence in a sound is represented by a value of 0.
Write the method trimSilenceFromBeginning that removes the silence from the beginning of a
sound. To remove starting silence, a new array of values is created that contains the same values as the
original samples array in the same order but without the leading zeros. The instance variable samples
is updated to refer to the new array. For example, suppose the instance variable samples refers to the
following array.
Index

0

1

2

3

Value

0!

0!

0!

0! -14! 0! -35 -39

4

5

6

7

8
0!

9

10

11

12

13

-7! 16! 32! 37! 29!

14
0!

15
0

After trimSilenceFromBeginning has been called, the instance variable samples will refer to
the following array.
Index
Value

0

1

2

3

4

-14! 0! -35! -39! 0!

5

6

7

8

9

-7! 16! 32! 37! 29!

10
0!

11
0

Complete method trimSilenceFromBeginning below.
/** Removes all silence from the beginning of this sound.
* Silence is represented by a value of 0.
* Precondition: samples contains at least one nonzero value
* Postcondition: the length of samples reflects the removal of starting silence
*/
public void trimSilenceFromBeginning()

Q1: Sound — Example Solution
2011 AP Computer Science A

Question 1: Sound

Canonical Solution

Part a.
public int limitAmplitude(int limit) {
int numChanged = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < this.samples.length; i++) {
if (this.samples[i] < -limit) {
this.samples[i] = -limit;
numChanged++;
}
if (this.samples[i] > limit) {
this.samples[i] = limit;
numChanged++;
© 2011 The College Board.
}
Visit the College Board on the Web: www.collegeboard.org.
}
return numChanged;
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
}
-4Part b.
public void trimSilenceFromBeginning() {
int i = 0;
while (this.samples[i] == 0) {
i++;
}
int[] newSamples = new int[this.samples.length - i];
for (int j = 0; j < newSamples.length; j++) {
newSamples[j] = this.samples[j+i];
}
this.samples = newSamples;
}

Q1: Sound — Student Solution a

Q1: Sound — Student Solution b

Cross-out to “erase”

Start reading here

Q1: Sound — Scoring Rubric
2011 AP Computer Science A

Part A:

Question 1: Sound

limitAmplitude

Assessment Rubric

4! pts

Intent: Change elements of samples that exceed ±limit; return number of changes made.
+3 Identify elements of samples to be modified and modify as required
+1 Consider elements of samples
+! Accesses more than one element of samples
+! Accesses every element of samples (no bounds errors)
+2 Identify and change elements of samples
+! Compares an element of samples with limit
+! Changes at least one element to limit or –limit
+1 Changes all and only elements that exceed ±limit to limit or –limit appropriately
+1! Calculate and return number of changed elements of samples
+1 Initializes and updates a counter to achieve correct number of changed samples
+! Returns value of an updated counter (requires array access)

Part B:

trimSilenceFromBeginning

4! pts

Intent: Remove leading elements of samples that have value of 0, potentially resulting in array of
different length
+1! Identify leading zero-valued elements of samples
+! Accesses every leading-zero element of samples
+! Compares 0 and an element of samples
+! Compares 0 and multiple elements of samples
+1 Create array of proper length
+! Determines correct number of elements to be in resulting array
+! Creates new array of determined length
+2 Remove silence values from samples
+! Copies some values other than leading zero values
+1 Copies all and only values other than leading-zero values, preserving original order
+! Modifies instance variable samples to reference newly created array

Question-Specific Penalties
–1 Array identifier confusion (e.g., value instead of samples)
–! Array/collection modifier confusion (e.g., using set)

Q1: Sound — Scoring Rubric
Question 1: Sound

2011 AP Computer Science A

Part A:

Assessment Rubric

4! pts

limitAmplitude

Intent: Change elements of samples that exceed ±limit; return number of changes made.
+3 Identify elements of samples to be modified and modify as required
+1 Consider elements of samples
+! Accesses more than one element of samples
+! Accesses every element of samples (no bounds errors)
+2 Identify and change elements of samples
+! Compares an element of samples with limit
+! Changes at least one element to limit or –limit
+1 Changes all and only elements that exceed ±limit to limit or –limit appropriately
+1! Calculate and return number of changed elements of samples
+1 Initializes and updates a counter to achieve correct number of changed samples
+! Returns value of an updated counter (requires array access)

Part B:

AP® SUMMER INSTITUTE SCORING NOTES
2011 AP COMPUTER SCIENCE A

trimSilenceFromBeginning

4! pts

Intent:
RemoveIdentifier:
leading elements
Sample
_1C__of samples that have value of 0, potentially resulting in array of
different
Score:
_7__length
+1! Identify leading zero-valued elements of samples
Earns every
! point
for accessing
more
than one element of samples
+! xAccesses
leading-zero
element
of samples
Earns !0 and
point
accessing
every element of samples
+! xCompares
anfor
element
of samples
+! xCompares
0 and
multiplean
elements
samples
Does not
compare
elementofof
samples with limit(2000 used instead)

x Earns ! point for changing at least one element to limit or -limit

+1 Create array of proper length
Does notcorrect
change
all and
the elements
that exceed
+! xDetermines
number
of only
elements
to be in resulting
array + limit to limit or –limit appropriately
(comparison
on thelength
value 2000 instead of limit)
+! Creates
new arrayisofbased
determined

x Earns 1 point for initializing and updating a counter to achieve correct number of changed samples

+2 Remove
from
x silence
Earnsvalues
! point
forsamples
returning the value of an updated counter
+! xCopies
some
valuesfor
other
than leading
values
Earns
! point
accessing
everyzero
leading-zero
element of samples
+1 Copies all and only values other than leading-zero values, preserving original order
x
Earns
!
point
for
comparing
0
and
an
element
samples
+! Modifies instance variable samples to reference
newlyofcreated
array

x Earns ! point for comparing 0 and multiple elements of samples
x Earns ! point for determining the correct number of elements to be in resulting array
x Does not create a new array of determined length
Question-Specific Penalties
x Earnsconfusion
! point for
copying
some values
other)than leading-zero values
–1 Array identifier
(e.g.,
value instead
of samples
x Earns modifier
1 point for
copying
all using
and only
–! Array/collection
confusion
(e.g.,
set)values other than leading-zero values, preserving original order
x Does not modify instance variable samples to reference newly created array

Common Problems

Sample Identifier: _1D__
Score: _6__

array construction
DRAFT
array
access
array
Earns ! point for accessing every element of samples
Earns ! point for comparing an element
of samples
with limit
0-based
indexing
ArrayList
Earns ! point for changing at least one element to limit or -limit
manipulation
Earns 1 point for changing allArrayList
and only the elements
that exceed + limit to limit or
–limit bounds
appropriately
loop-based iteration
Does not earn point due to counter being initialized inside loop
Earns ! point for returning
the value of an updated counter
specifications
& constraints of samples
Array subscript never incremented in attempt to access every leading-zero elementpost-conditions
Earns ! point for comparing 0 and
an element of samples
method
overriding
Does not increment array subscript in attempt to compare 0 and multiple elements of samples
substring
String
manipulation
Does not determine
the correct number
of elements
to be in resulting array due to infinite loop
Earns ! point for creating new array of determined length
problem
analysis
Earns ! point for copying some values
other than leading-zero
values
Does not copy all and only values other than leading-zero values to correct locations
algorithm design
Earns ! point for modifying instance variable samples to reference newly created array

Onsite Scoring Standards
– In September,
official
published scoring
guidelines
be posted
on AP Central®
at apcentral.collegeboard.org
x Earns
! pointthefor
accessing
more
thanwillone
element
of samples
Version: 1.0 6/1/11 5:59:32 PM

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Object-Oriented Programming

Addressing the Question
© 2011 The College Board.
These notes are to be used by College Board AP consultants and
may not be reproduced and/or distributed to workshop participants.

Reading the Question
2011 AP® COMPUTER SCIENCE A FREE-RESPONSE QUESTIONS
2. This question involves reasoning about the GridWorld case study. Reference materials are provided in the
Appendix.
An attractive critter is a critter that processes other actors by attempting to relocate all of the other actors in the
grid, including other attractive critters. The attractive critter attempts to move each other actor one grid cell
closer to itself in the direction specified by getDirectionToward. An actor is relocated only if the
location into which it would be relocated is empty. If an actor cannot be moved, it is left in its original position.
After trying to move all other actors, the attractive critter moves like a critter.

2011 AP® COMPUTER SCIENCE A FREE-RESPONSE QUESTIONS
The order in which the actors in the grid are processed is not specified, making it possible to get different results
from the same grid of actors.
Write the complete AttractiveCritter class, including all instance variables and required methods. Do
NOT override the act method. Remember that your design must not violate the postconditions of the methods
of the Critter class and that updating an object's instance variable changes the state of that object.

The following series of figures represents an example of how the attractive critter affects the other actors in
the grid.
An attractive critter (indicated by the letter A) is
in location (1, 2), a flower is in location (1, 1),
and a rock is in location (4, 2).

!"

When the attractive critter acts, the rock will be
relocated to location (3, 2) because that location is
one grid cell closer to the attractive critter and is
empty. The flower will not be relocated because
the grid cell that is one location closer to the
attractive critter is already occupied.

!"

!"
!

After attempting to relocate all the other actors in
the grid, the attractive critter then moves like a
critter. In this example, the attractive critter
moves to location (0, 3).

© 2011 The College Board.
Visit the College Board on the Web: www.collegeboard.org.
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Results
Typically, the!Chief Reader, ETS content assessment
specialists, College Board representatives, and ETS
statisticians are involved in a grade‑setting meeting
where the data and analyses are presented, including
comparisons with previous years, and at which the
parties establish and agree to finalized cut‑points
(mapping!scores to!reports!of!1, 2, 3, 4 & 5).

This year there was no such grade‑setting meeting
because the ETS statisticians were overloaded with
addressing the change in scoring of the
multiple!choice section.

Question Score Distributions
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Q1: Sound

22.6

12.3

8.1

7.0

14.8

7.5

4.5

4.3

3.0

13.2

2.8

Q2: AttractiveCritter

2.8

7.5

7.4

6.9

8.8

10.2

13.0

11.4

10.4

12.8

8.6

Q3: Fuel Robot

11.2

6.5

8.7

10.4

8.7

6.9

8.4

7.6

9.0

15.6

7.2

Q4: Route Cipher

7.4

10.5

8.1

6.7

6.6

7.0

6.9

7.6

8.9

19.4

10.9

2011 APCS A: % of Exams Receiving Score

Mean Scores: Q1 5.29 Q2 3.35 Q3 3.99 Q4 4.04
Mean no 0/-: Q1 6.30 Q2 4.28 Q3 5.12 Q4 5.07

Score (1…5) Distribution
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Determined primarily by using a subset of the
multiple‑choice questions (“equators”)

Score (1…5) Distribution
AP Computer Science A
Grade

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

5

18.6% 17.7% 21.8% 19.1% 21.7% 23.3% 26.1% 24.8%

4

23.6% 23.1% 22.1% 22.7% 21.7% 25.6% 24.8%

3

15.2% 15.0% 14.4% 14.6% 13.9% 13.1%

14%

14.2%

2

9.5%

8%

8%

1

33.1% 34.2% 34.0% 34.0% 33.7% 29.9% 27.1%

10.0%

7.7%

9.6%

9.0%

8.1%

25%

28%

Recommendations
Address the
Common Problems
array construction
array access
array
0-based indexing
ArrayList
ArrayList manipulation
bounds loop-based iteration
specifications & constraints
post-conditions
method overriding
substring String manipulation
problem analysis
algorithm design

Object-Oriented Programming

Addressing the Question

Recommendations
Use AP CS A exam as model
for!course!assessment
(especially formative)

Questions
both MC & FR
(historical, samples, reviews, student-generated)

Rubrics
(applied by students as well as instructor)

Recommendations
Execute solution code
All “solutions” are verifiable!
Applies to MC & FR questions
Write test harnesses as necessary

Recommendations
Execute solution code
All “solutions” are verifiable!
Applies to MC & FR questions
Write test harnesses as necessary

Online Resources
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com
AP Central: AP info, course descriptions, materials, …
http://www.collegeboard.com
College Board: general info about CB, the AP program, …
http://apcs.jodypaul.com
Chief Reader’s unofficial APCS site
jody@computer.org
AP Annual Conference
July 2011 • San Francisco

